
Welcome,

I am Bill Marshall

This is a talk about Solar Farms and why I favor their inclusion in the future of 
Maysville Mason County

As we all look for our best way forward, I hope you will find this video informative.

If you differ with any information I present,  I hope you will advise me of an alternate 
sources that will expand my understanding.

We all want a sustainable future for Mason County.  I hope we can agree on the facts, 
then make decisions on how to move in the correct direction 
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• This video discusses current trends in local agriculture.  

• I believe  that just following those current trends, will not take Maysville-Mason 
County to a good destination

• With that concern in mind, I have been researching Solar for over two years

• For full disclosure, my research has led me to favor Solar farms in Mason County

• Let get started
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As we discuss if Solar has a place in our future let us first look back at our history and 
check for trends

Ever since settlers first arrived in our area no mater how they arrived  by boat
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or through the Cumberland Gap.

Residents of our area have realized that for their community to flourish, they had to 
embraced change to meet each  era’s reality

Thru all the time since KY was settled,

change has been to one constant
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When we remember just a few local industrial enterprises, it becomes obvious that 
change has been constant.

Each of these enterprises contributed to our area. But our area has always been able 
to:
• nurture the growth of each, 
• benefit while an enterprise was at its zenith 
• then realizing when it was time, to develop new opportunities
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Our community has coped with this evolution and now has these enterprises and 
more

We even have an industrial authority actively recruiting more candidate.

We must never think our ability to prepare for our future is done.

We, like our forebearers, must continue to react to the reality of our time.

As we consider our decision on Solar, we need to clearly consider current land use 
trends and the viability of each of our alternative
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Historically land outside of towns and developed areas has needed to generate 
enough profit to allow its owners to reinvest in that land's operation, service debt, 
pay taxes, living expenses, and hopefully allow owner to put some savings aside.

Even when farm incomes have dropped, cash profits are needed to meet expenses 
that continue to grow.
To cope, farmers developed off-farm income.
Even with that off-farm work, these folks usually expect the land to help offset some 
of its cash expense.
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I say "usually", because some landowners do not depend on income from the 
ground. Rather they consider the land's maintenance an expense necessary to 
support their desired lifestyle. 

Much like selecting a hobby, where to vacation, and other decisions, they consider 
personal costs rather than business investments.

I commend these folks for their prosperity and value them, and I support their right 
to spend for their lifestyle choices.

Areas close to population concentrations often find all available land owned by folks 
making these types of lifestyle choices and who do not need land to make any 
contribution to support them or the greater community.

Our area is not such a location. As a community, we must nurture opportunities that 
make land ownership sustainable both economically and environmentally..
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Rural land use has always been primarily an effort to harvest the energy of the sun. 
This has been done in many ways.

To name a few used by our forebearers

• harvested the native lumber.
• let their animals graze on the native grasses
• then quickly started growing crops to feed them selves and their animals.
• Over time the crops became more specialized as farms moved from subsistence 

agriculture to a more mercantile form of agriculture.
• Rather than cornicle all the major translons lets jump forward to rural land use in 

the recent past and current trends 
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As recently as the 60s and 70s most of the solar energy was gathered by these local 
rural enterprises

Dairy was a mainstay of Mason County agriculture.  Cattle need forage, in the form of 
grass hay and corn both for silage and grain.

When animal waste is returned to the land it helps maintain the soil fertility with less 
need for commercial fertilizer.

The need for pasture, hay and corn lead to a gentle crop rotation of 5 years or more. 
This rotation was very good for the land
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The dairy business's economics has made it almost impossible for a local dairy 
operation to survive financially.

More than 250 mason county farms sold their cattle and gotten out of the dairy 
business.

With the change in Dairy economics, we also lost our two consumers of raw milk. In 
fact, only one milk hauler is coming to Mason County now.

This points up another troubling trend as farming enterprises become less 
economically viable; the businesses that once prospered by supporting those 
enter[rises also cease to exist in the community 
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Burley Tobacco use to be a major contributor to our local economy

Maysville had an 18 warehouse sales market, that pumped millions of dollars into our 
economy each year
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While some tobacco is still grown locally, it is NOT the economic engine that once 
largely supported land ownership.
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Dairy and Tobacco have largely been replaced by 

Cash Grain a continuous rotation of Corn and Soybeans 
or 
a cow calf beef operation are the most often selected options.

Let us  consider each option
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Beef Cattle

The picturesque vision is a cool spring day. 

Even then, dramatic swings in cattle prices and livestock mortality make it very 
daunting to pay for land with only income from a grade cow-calf operation.

These thin margins typically result in less reinvestment back into the operation and, 
over time a reduction in land value when compared to its value when it was a dairy or 
a tobacco operation.

Even in nice weather, livestock create odors and animal waste. As the number of head 
per acre increases, so does the potential for both water and odor pollution.

But it is not always spring when the weather is nice and the grass is plentiful
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In the winter, freezing and thawing with wet weather makes the sod very fragile.

Livestock walking on such sod results in erosion and soil loss to watersheds
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Confinement yards are one method to keep cattle off the sod in wet weather. 
They also allow increase cattle numbers on the same acreage.  

One soon loses the ambiance of a few cattle in a green pasture.

The limiting factor in many modern confinement operations is the ability to dispose 
of animal wastes appropriately 
. 
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Livestock, no matter if on pasture or confined, will generate nutrients that can hurt 
our water supply if not carefully managed.

Understand I am not opposed to livestock agriculture. Instead, my point is that with 
dairy and tobacco no longer options, economic survival will drive agriculture to 
change. 

We can not expect it to be the same as when tobacco and dairy cash streams 
provided financial support for land ownership.
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Cash grain corn is one alternative.

With traditional non-GMO corn and conventional tillage slopes quickly become an 
issue because severe soil erosion danger increases on sloping ground

GMO seed allows no or minimum-till. This allows corn on steeper slopes.

All corn requires heavy fertilization, or it will soon wear soil out 
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This fact is over come with commercial fertilizers. 

Even with modern precision agriculture using GPS these nutrients leave their 
intended  crop area.

Corn requires a lot of nitrogen and Nitrogen is very water soluble.  So easily leached. 

Algae blooms in pends and streams are just one indication of the damage resulting 
from introducing these fertilizers into our watersheds.
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Soybeans are the other row crop replacing Tobacco

Being a legume, it can capture nitrogen from the atmosphere and so need no 
nitrogen fertilizer. 

Non-GMO requires conventional tillage. The soybean root system tends to loosen soil 
up . This, with conventional tillage results in severe soil erosion on any but the most 
level fields.

GMO seeds allow no till soybeans which can be planted on steeper slopes. However, I 
believe that a soybean field will lose more tons of topsoil per acre than the same field 
in corn.
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This is a link to a paper on groundwater contamination:

It finds that pesticides, when sprayed on crop plants, are able to flow below the 
surface of the ground, reaching water-bearing aquifers, thereby contaminating 
groundwater, making it unsuitable for both human and agricultural use
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While a dairy was a closed loop of nutrients where the cattle ate corn and forage 
raised on a farm and their manure was spread back onto the land to provide nutrients 
for the next corn or hay crop.

Modern row crops are hauled off the farm.  This means only commercial fertilizers 
can replenish the nutrients those plant consumed.

Cash grain is often a continuous rotation of corn and soybeans. 

Continuous cashs grains tend to consume some of the soil’s organic mater each year.

In not many years, Continuous cash grain rotations often result in substantial top soil
can be lost .
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You can observe soil loss by looking at fence rows or other areas near crop fields that 
have not been plowed for decades.

I hope you can see what is prominent in person.  This is a family cemetery that has 
not been plowed since settlers arrived in KY.

Some years ago,  the Eastern edge was extended into an area that had been row 
cropped in corn and soybeans.

Note the distance below the lowest rail.

If you can not see it in this picture, try the experiment as you are near row crop fields.

Also look at the stream banks and road ditches near continuous corn and or soybean 
fields.  

As you examine the topsoil along the stream edge or in road ditchs, ponder how 
much has already washed down the stream.
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It does not good to pine for the past, or bemoan the present

Our tasks is to find multiple alternatives for the best way forward. If we succeed our 
future to be even better than our past.
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• We have lost two major backbones of our rural economic system

• For those who cannot afford landowner ship only as a lifestyle choice, we need a 
sustainable enterprise that can support land ownership and also our general 
community

• Grade livestock operations cannot match the revenue of Dairy or Tobacco

• Continuous row crops are hard on the land it’s watershed and require larger and 
larger acreage to be economically viable.
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Solar farms have rock roads in high travel areas

Grass Sod in all other area under and near the panels

Also
All solar farms are subject to strict guidelines for stormwater drainage as well as for 
environmental permitting. Each site will go through a rigorous planning phase 
including the following:

Delineation of the site watersheds
Identification of internal drainage areas
Completion of high-level calculations (typical reports rely on the rational 
method for calculating peak flows)
Confirmation that stormwater management is or is not required for the site
Estimation of the scale and locations to accommodate the required 
stormwater storage

These studies will ensure that the project’s water will be managed responsibly and 
with no effect on the neighbors’ operations.
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There is very little risk if the developer uses poly- or monocrystalline silicon solar 
panels, which do not contain harmful chemicals or gasses. These panels contain 
mainly silicon, aluminum, and glass. Since they are solid materials (as opposed to 
liquid), there is no risk of “leakage” of fluids or gasses if the panels crack or break.
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A Solar Farm will generate 

• a superior return for the landowner when compared to Row Crop or Livestock 
operation

• The contribution to local tax districts varies widely from county to county and a 
solar developer will typically negotiate a FILOT (fee-in-lieu-of-tax). That agreement 
stipulates a certain payment per year for a particular time period (30 years, for 
example). In reviewing previous FILOT agreements, it looks like a $24,000 yearly 
tax bill for a 100-acre parcel is fairly normal.
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Compared to other ways to harvest the sun falling on mason county
• It has less Pollution

• Water 
• Noise
• Traffic

• It is more sustainable
• Does not consume soil
• As long as the sun shines the resource can be gathered

• It can help support out community while placing little load on local
• roads 
• Sewers
• Water system
• Land Fill and waste disposal
• Other public services

• Will employ more people during operation than rwo corp or livestock
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Allowing Solar Farms in the are does not constrain other land uses in the area

It does have benefits compared to alternative land uses.
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What better way to measure a new enterprise than with the goals stated in the 
Comprehensive Plan for Maysville Mason County.
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Solar Farms can improve our quality of life because compared to current 
land use alternatives, 
Solar 
Reduces 

Soil erosion
fertilizers leeching from crop fields into our environment
Reduces pollution from row crops Herbicides

Porovide a viable alternative to 
Sod and grass being cut up by livestock on pasture in wet weather
Livestock in confinement generating point source pollution

Odor
Animal Waste
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Solar Farms will Increase
Employment – Solar farms will need some labor for equipment 
maintenance, and even more labor will be used in mowing. Solar will 
require more labor then either a cash grain or cow-calf operation on 
same acreage
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Our area use to sell 
Tobacco
Milk
Textile Product

to the world

We have lost these markets

Solar Farms can replace those lost cash flows into out community.
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Solar farms can provide a strong revenue stream to support land 
ownership.

Solar Farms can also help support our community services
It’s fairly normal for a 100-acre parcel,  to contribute $24,000 yearly to 
local community taxing authorities

Remember a producing Solar Farm needs few community services. A 
Solar Farm does not need
Natural Gas 
City Water
Sewer or land fill capacity 
rail 
river 
Or large capacity road system.
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Solar farms help reach each economic development goal the Comprehensive Plan 
lays out, while alos supporting land ownership..

This graph demonstrates that Solar is now the least cost source for Wholesale Electric
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Think of the amount of money that 59% of the USA’s total electric bill represents.

Solar is the least cost source.

We need to replace the revenue lost with the decline of dairy and tobacco.

This makes it critical that our land use regulations allow Solar to contribute to our 
community. 

In addition, making Solar Farms conditional use in A-1 zones and prohibiting them in 
Industrial zones will help us gain maximum benefit for our community infrastructure 
investments.
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In addition to this Will status quo Agriculture serve our next generation
video 

Please check out cwmclass.com/solar-farm-in/

I hope you will look at the other my videos that interest you

• Phases of a Solar Farm enterprise
• Solar Farm Zoning Regulations in Maysville - Mason County
• Appropriate Setbacks for Solar Farms
• Why Solar Farms should be in Land Use Zone 1-A
• Frequently Asked Questions about Solar Farms
• Summation

My understanding of the facts led me to favor Solar as a long-term way to support 
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land ownership in our area and generate revenue for the entire community 
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